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About This Game

Zero Gear is physically-fueled, online multiplayer kart combat madness.
Deck out your kart and character before jumping into one of many different game modes. Outrageous kinematic gameplay and

weapons make every round a blast. The potential for tiny vehicular mayhem has never been so humongous! Boost, flip, spin, and
slide your way to victory!

Up to 8 players.

Customizable karts and characters.

Multiple game modes to compete in, including Race, Tag, Goal, and Target modes.

Over 15 maps to compete in.

Non-stop physics driven action.

Ridiculous weapons and power-ups, including tornadoes, repulsor shields, and love-seeking L.U.V. bots.
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Excellent addition to my STEAM library! Very enjoyable little RPG with a rather unique storyline and plenty of sidequests,
many of which are quite difficult (but well worth the effort). It took me over 100 hours to complete everything that EMPIRE
had to offer Well worth the purchase price!. Neotokyo is an awesome game, if u like GITS and Akira this game is for you, The
music the maps the feeling of the game will make you feel like if u were in a GITS episode.
Awesome community as well, really friendly ppl.
 Dont give up on it just cuz u cant kill someone, practice and u will have the hang of it.
Communicate alot with your friend and you will achive victory.
Dont let NEOTOKYO die, this wonderful game is what GITS online should have been.
. Someone should probably tell Fabraz that someone already made this game and did it a hell of a lot better: It's called Super
Meat Boy.. Type of game: grid world puzzle game where you lead the max to the flag by modifying the world.
+ Discovering the traits and properties of enemies\/obstacles is fun
+ Difficulty slopes up nicely, till the final 3 levels
+ Final 3 levels very difficult
- User interface could be better
Visuals are fine, support the game well. Overall the game is well worth your time.
. I'm a fan of good coop games, and Lazer Cops fits the bill for me. There are quite a few games that claim to be coop that can
really be played just as well single player, but Lazer Cops is not among them. The cool lazer tether mechanic in this game really
favors having a buddy cop or two at your side, and the way it makes you work together can lead to some fun moments.

The game has a varity of different levels that give you the chance to explore the different ways in which the lazer tether
mechanic can be used. Some of them are harder than others, but fortunately you can skip to any level within a zone at any time,
so you aren't blocked on the levels that don't appeal to your playstyle.

All told, it's a fun ride if you have the right squad of friends to back you up.. This is an edited review. I previously
recommended this game with some things to improve on. After playing more, I find that problems keep coming up. The
following is a list of good and bad things I've discovered while playing:

Good:
-graphics/sound
-competitive aspect feels like real league
-variety in bowling balls
-ball physics
-decent price

Bad:
-not very realistic physics with ball on pin contact--go a little light on pocket and leave the Big 4 split or a combination of
4-6-7-10 which doesn't happen often in reality--this could also be a result of the customization option yielding impossible
bowling balls

-oil pattern breakdown is not realistic at all, in the game I find myself playing the same line (visible oil pattern on) and the ball
will gradually hit lighter until I leave a 10-pin, this causes me to move right or forward to slow my ball speed when in reality if I
play the same line the ball hits high leaving the 4-pin forcing me to move left on the approach (this happens on similar shots
from the game to reality, playing on the Christmas Tree and Typical House Shot)
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-no DLC, would be better if we had newer content, the alleys can get a little boring--having real bowling balls to choose from
would be great, even if they were a couple bucks as DLC

-the sway when I'm trying to bowl causes a change in where I release the ball, this shouldn't happen in non-VR mode. I'm not
sure how it works in VR but sway is more natural in VR, in the regular non-VR mode the sway feels unnatural, unrealistic, and
unnecessary. It also causes a random shot because the oil pattern breakdown is so unrealistic so that mixed with the sway and the
inconsistent throws it conceives is just atrocious

-the game is still in early access even after the developers said it would only be there for "roughly two months"--this doesn't look
too promising for the future of this game

-ball customization is completely broken right now. I was happy to see full customization of the bowling balls and even being
able to add textures; however, reloading the game resets the hook on the ball which should have been a hotfix but here we are

-the random start of the power bar is just bad. This really shouldn't need explaining but I guess it does. We all know the power
we want to give the ball (usually full power to stay as consistent as possible) so why do we have to wait for it to cycle? This
throws off our rhythm and like other aspects of this game, it is unparallel to real bowling

It seems that the developers haven't completed given up on this game but are struggling to keep up with the bugs, thus leaving it
in this endless early access stage. It's good to compile a list of fixes/updates to implement in a mass update but some stuff
deserves a hotfix, like the customization issue. The graphics which make it LOOK like real bowling is the only aspect keeping
this game alive.. Fantastic game, needs players.. Awesome Tactical Game !. Tried this with Proton support under Linux, but like
most Koei-Tecmo games, it barely seems to work under windows natively let alone under linux emulating windows. They can't
seem to do a pc port, to just buy the console version, after returning it, what I plan to do.. While this game is fun, its very
repetitive and frustrating. After playing for a while, I just couldn't find myself going on to finish the whole game or the other
groups fully. This game just isn't for everyone and wouldn't really be worth the full price, but possibly while its on sale. It seems
to run great and have no other issues to the gameplay though.
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pretty cool. gave me a head-ache. kind of hard to maneuver. Its sad Steam sells this type of crap. Its a good idea, even a good
interface but its about half done and crashes. Steam should not let these type of games come to market, they are blatently selling
you a fraud.. I played TMN, the real free game, back in the days. Cool to see that the game still alive and that there are still
people playing on it! If it is still the case it is that the game has not aged so bad... Apart from the menus that are horrible .... For
the price this game is really fun!. Good quick, fun game that starts off as some silly tasks a little reminiscent of WarioWare, but
gradually starts building up some background story elements to keep you invested.. Literally only bought this for the battery life
tester as it seems to be the best on the market. I'm not sure why PCMark 10 doesn't have the battery life testing anymore. I
appreciate how easy it is to test any laptop's battery on various different tests such as light web browsing to video editing.. Nice
game! I remember reading the creators of Myst saying they "don't design games, they design worlds" or something along those
lines. I wish there were more world-building in Haven moon. There isn't much to see on this moon besides four kind of Jules-
Verney locations. Some of the puzzles were frustrating and I admit I needed hints, which I usually don't. It felt like I was always
getting stuck. That being said, the overall story was great, the ending had a really nice moral, and once the game got going it
flowed smoothly. The graphics and music are also really good. For an independant creation, I think it's really impressive.
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